Dear CAHON and CSCO Members,

You are cordially invited to attend the first CAHON/CSCO joint reception on:

**Saturday May 31, 2014, from 6:30 to 9:30 PM at:**

**Adler Room (formerly CC24; see maps enclosed)**
Located on the second floor of the Hyatt Conference Center

**Hyatt Regency McCormick Place (Headquarter Hotel)**
2233 S Martin Luther King Drive, Chicago, IL 60616, USA
Telephone: + 1 312.528.4194

**RVSP to:**
tianhong.li@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu; Delong_liu@nymc.edu

Sincerely yours,

李天虹 Tina Li (CAHON President) tianhong.li@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu
刘德龙 Delong Liu (CAHON Chairman) delong_liu@NYMC.edu
吴一龙 Yi-Long Wu (CSCO President)

**Program:**
7:00 pm Opening Remarks----------------------------------------------- Tianhong Li
7:10 pm CSCO: new plans and programs----------------------------------- Yi-long Wu
7:20 pm Journal of Hematology & Oncology Update ------------------------- Delong Liu
7:30 pm CAHON YIA Award ceremony --------------------------------------- Cynthia Ma
8:00 pm Introduction of New President and Board Chair ------------------ Tianhong Li, Delong Liu
8:10 pm Closing Remarks----------------------------------------------- Yi-Long Wu, Tianhong Li
8:20 pm Networking------------------------------------------------------ All

**Congratulations to:**
CAHON PRESIDENT-ELECT: JING-ZHOU HOU, MD, PHD.
CAHON BOARD CHAIR-ELECT: WENRU SONG, MD, PHD.
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